
 

Dog Poop Dangers 
 

Dog poop smells bad and no one likes stepping in it, but it is more than an inconvenience: it is a 

legitimate danger. Dog poop dangers come in several forms. 
•It poisons grass and lawns. 

•It carries hookworms, ringworms, tapeworms, and more. 
•It transmits human diseases, too! 

•It pollutes waterways and is in the same EPA category as oil and mine runoff! 

 
Dog Poop Contaminates Water 

 
I don't know how many times I've heard someone tell me not to worry about a particular piece of 

poop because it was about to rain soon, anyway. Not picking up fresh poop before rainfall is even 
worse than letting it sit on a dry day! 

 

When the rain washes over dog poop and flows into the drainage system, that contaminated 
water is carried into local waterways. If you like to hang out at a nearby river or lake, this means 

the fecal water is mixed in where you enjoy swimming and boating! Studies indicate that about 
90% of fecal coliform bacteria, which is used as a measure of water health and quality, is of non-

human origin, mostly canine.  

 
Dog poop is considered so dangerous that it is in the same EPA pollutant category as oil and 

runoff from abandon mines, and two or three days’ worth of un-picked up poop from 100 dogs 
can cause a big enough spike in bacteria levels to necessitate closing waterways within 20 miles 

to swimming and shell fishing. 
 

Dog Poop Carries Disease 

 
Of course, dog poop can carry worms. This means if your dog visits the park and someone else 

left dog poop with worm eggs laying on the ground, your pup is vulnerable. Dog poop can carry 
human-infecting ailments, too, including vicious parasites. Among other things, Fido feces can 

include: 

•Giardia 
•Salmonella 

•Leptospira 
•E. coli 

•Parvo virus 

•Roundworms (the CDC shows 14% of Americans are infected with roundworms) 
•Up to 23 million coliform bacterial per gram of poop! 

 
Dog Poop Is not Fertilizer  

 
Cow manure is an age-old, and effective, fertilizer, but dog poop is not. Cows are herbivores and 

their poop is pretty much broken down plant matter. It's sort of like smelly compost. Well, just 

like you're not supposed to put meat products in your compost bin, a dog's diet makes its poop 
very poor as a fertilizer. In fact, it is usually pretty toxic to plants. It is very acidic and will kill 

your grass if left unattended. Have you ever picked up an old bit of doggie business and found 
the grass withered and yellow beneath? It isn't just from the blocked sunlight - dog poop is 

literally poison for plants. Actually putting it in your garden as fertilizer (yes, people try this!) can 

contaminate your fruits and veggies with harmful bacteria. Even if you don't intentionally place 
dog poop in your garden, runoff can make your produce unsafe. Integrated leash/bag holders 

make it impossible to forget a bag when going out for a walk! 


